
Time Drills/Content Goals

5 Mins

Coach Demo / Explanation of the Servers Partner’s Perspective
Starting Position - Outside foot in a Neutral position (centre of the box)
Moving to - the direction of the serve + into Attack
Moving when - the sound of the serve (if preconceived plan) or being ‘checked’ before 
the returner makes contact with the ball.

Understanding the job as a Servers partner, 
and timing the movement forwards + across.

5-10 Mins

Basic Territory Training
Drill - Coach feeding the return of serve. Varies returning position. Player 1 in the serv-
ers partner positions. Players 2-6 behind the volleyer shadowing.
Player 1 must track the ball and be set before the ball the coach is feeding bounces.
Have 3-4 goes and then switch and collect balls. 

Players off actively resting. 
Training territory - understanding the territory 
and why.
Timing the movement.

20 Mins

Incorporating the other ‘Jobs’ on the Doubles Court 
2 Players as Servers partner (1 on 1 off) 2 Players as Returners partner (1 on 1 off) 2 
Players as Server (1 on 1 off) coach as returner. 
Drill - Coach feeds the return of serve, and the point is live. Players must all do their job 
correctly. 
Expand out as necessary.

Returners partner facing the servers partner 
with low hands.
Servers partner continuing the above work.
Volleyers switching between D/N/A when the 
point becomes live.

Teaching Points
• Hunting high Defending low - Low Hands when in Defence - High Hands when in Attack
• ‘Go and Get it’ - Don’t wait for the volley to come to you. Go and get it!
• ‘Attack Near - Defend Far’ 
• ‘Be Rude’ - Communicate if intercepting
• ‘The Net Player Moves more than the Baseliner’
• ‘Intercept on forward swing’ - Look to intercept as the opponent is swinging forward, making it hard for them to change their decision
• ‘If you get hit you are in the right place’ 
• If the ball is high - intercept at the Volleyers feet. If the ball is low - intercept with a short angle.

Coaches Cheat Sheet - Examining you Doubles DNA

Approved Tennis Holidays

Please do not share this program with any other 
coaches. It has been designed at great expense 
and as per your coaching contract you have a Non-
Compete.
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